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INSTRUCTIONS

:: midnight huntress clothing ::

this set includes an outfit designed for a huntress of the night. You will find these files 
located in: my library/people/genesis/clothing/damage inc/midnight huntress - This set was 
created to work in tandem with Dark Elves (sold on DAZ) it will work seamlessly with that 
set, in color and design.

the set contains a bodysuit, bracers, pauldrons with a hood, legs and finally, a quiver that 
conforms. To conform to genesis, simply select all the files and drag them onto genesis. 

Naturally, these conformers will take on any shape you dial in. it is important, however, to 
note, only certain shapes are supported (as this clothing set is not intended for males) these 
morphs are: Dark Elf, and all the adult female daz morphs, respectively. These are the morphs 
that are designed to work without issue, whereas using ones unsupported may result in 
crunching or poke (as the morphs have not be customized)

Below, certain conformers are covered, as they don't work standardly.

BODYSUIT: note the bodysuit doesn't work exactly the way all clothing typically does. The 
shoulders and collar bones have been removed. For this reason, you may need to use adjustment 
morphs in certain situations (most notably, on the neuter genesis default with the shoulders bent 
down at the sides) That said, the outfit was designed for females (and specifically for dark elves) 
so all the DAZ female morphs/Dark Elf is supported.

Also note, you may get some crunching on the gold trim underneath the arms when bending the 
collars down. Fixing this issue is simple, however, by using adjustment morphs (most notably Top-L 
& R Side Down) this will pull the sides down so they are not interacting with the joint to such 
an extreme, thus uncrunching the trim.

HOOD: The hood … is a little high maintenance. Its tricky, because, when you start to bend and 
twist the neck, some collision will occur between the hood and the pauldrons, inside the hood. 
To combat this, I have put in adjustment morphs that control the hood alone. So should you 
encounter that inner poke, the adjustment morphs will fix it simply. 

That aside, there are adjustments to fit hair underneath it. Keep in mind, not all hair types are 
going to work, so you definitely want to stick with shorter, tighter hair. There is a also morph 
included that will draw the hood back, so its resting on her shoulders (which you can also 
optionally use with hair as well, as it will allot for somewhat fuller hair) Note, you may have to 
use adjustment morphs with this morph, when turning the head or neck (just like in default) 

Using the hood with Dark Elves: When using the hood with the dark elf character that has ears, 
it will account for the ears, thus causing a bit of  pointed look to the hood. If you should not 
like that, opt to use the Dark Elf-No Ears morph, when using the hood on her head (as this is the 
same exact morph, but without the ears) If you are using the hood draw back morph, then you can 
use the morph that has the ears.

QUIVER: works pretty standard, except the quiver is its own bone (so the body will be called 
quiver, and there is a quiver group lower in the hierarchy) This means it has a side-side and bend 
pivot on it (which has limits forced on each) Since its on her back, there isn't a ton of room to 
maneuver, but its just enough to be able to combat pokes that could occur (esp when used in 
conjunction with adjustments) This also has arrows that parent to it (under props)  See the props 
section for more info, and how to use the arrows with the quiver.

lots of adjustment morphs are also on every conformer, to help combat any pokethru you would 
potentially incur. 



:: clothing & prop mats included  ::

the Clothing included also have extra mat options. You will find these in: my 
library/people/genesis/clothing/damage inc/midnight huntress/Materials

You will find 6 sets here: Midnight Marauder, Blood Bandit, River Renegade, Shadow Sentinel, 
Woodland Warrior and Toxic Temptress. These will match the character skins in dark elves, as 
well as work seamlessly with the eyebrows in that set.

there's also a couple utility mats for the bodysuit – these turn off certain parts of the item, to 
make it more versatile:

● bodysuit – lacing off
● bodysuit – belts off

In addition, the props also have materials (located in the props folder with the props) these will all 
work seamlessly with the other materials as well.

:: using props ::

this set contains a few props. The main ones are a bow and arrow.  There is only a left hand 
arrow parent, and a right hand bow parent. Due to the nature of a bow and arrow, I chose to 
only do one handed items for each. Genesis must be selected before loading either of these.

There is also a prop that has a bunch of arrows – this is called quiver arrows, and will parent 
to the quiver (as you probably guessed by the name) please note you MUST have the quiver 
selected in your scene before loading the quiver arrows. You must also have genesis zeroed/no 
morphs applied when first loading them (otherwise, they may not load to the correct 
placement)

That aside, these arrows work pretty standardly, but keep in mind, you may need to move them 
to fit back inside the quiver using the translate dials, when using certain adjustments or 
certain fit morphs that move the quiver. Since its a prop, however, that is simply done. The 
arrows will, however, follow when rotating the quiver itself by the bend and side-side dials 
(not the body, to be clear, but the actual quiver group) it just will not when applying morphs 
to it, most likely due to the rigidity the quiver has.

as already mentioned in the clothing & prop mats section, there are also mats for the bow and 
arrow/quiver arrows included, which match the outfit mats (refer to the clothing & prop 
mats section above for more details)

10 of the poses also work with the bow and arrow (see below)

:: using poses ::

there are also 20 poses included in the set. some of these are just lone poses meant to give her 
character, and some are intended to work with the bow and arrow that comes in the pack. 
keep in mind, the poses do not account for the clothing, so adjustments to account for those 
things might be necessary (either by adjusting the pose, or using an adjustment morph)

Note – the poses are intended to go outside of limits, due to the nature of archery. And 
extreme arm movements that go with it. Because it goes out of limits, you may incur some pokes 
with the clothing, which the adjustment morphs will fix. For the most part, I have tried to 
adjust for this, but naturally, outside of limits, it can't be perfect.



NOTES ABOUT THE SSS and GLOWING FEATURES:
certain parts of this set glow in the dark. And by glow, I mean they actually cast light onto 
surrounding objects. To make these things glow, you will need to have the subsurface shader by 
age of armor installed in your daz studio. You can find it on daz (though I do believe it came free 
with daz studio 4.6) it also requires daz studio 4.6 to be installed on your machine.

The only thing in midnight huntress that glows, is the bow designs – and these will match the 
eyes in the dark elves character set. You will also notice other parts of the bow take on that glow, 
to make it an outward manifestation, as though it were casting physical light. These bleeding 
features are on the bow, and the bow tips materials. should you find this unfavorable on the 
surrounding items, you can easily remove this outward glow, by selecting the items in your scene, 
going to your surface tab and zeroing out the  sss contribution dial at the very top. This will 
prohibit it from bleeding out, and as long as you don't zero the ambient, they will still glow in 
dark light (but they will not bleed out)

Since the bow also uses subsurface scattering (in addition to the glowing sss contribution) 
should you find a render shows artifacts (a sort of scaly look to it) you can adjust the sss 
shading scale on the bow/bow tips materials. This set has been tested, and did not show these 
artifacts when rendering up to 1000x1300 resolutions... but massively scaled renders have not been 
tested, so its something to keep in mind. You can also turn the sss off completely, by zeroing the 
sss off on dial. You can find the subsurface settings lower on the surface, when you have the 
proper materials selected in the scene.

:: other notes & requirements ::

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures and 
add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
clothing and prop textures are 2048 x 2048

promotional credits:

● dark elves by me (sold in tandem with this set)
● all the lovely backdrops are by didi_mc (among the trees 1, 2, and 3) at Renderosity 
● forest princess hair by valea on daz

:: known issues and troubleshooting ::

● the bodysuit may require using adjustment morphs in certain situations (see the Midnight 
Huntress clothing section for more details.

● Using the hood with the neck/head rotations may create collision between the hood 
and pauldrons – you can use the included adjustment morphs to fix that

● When first loading the quiver arrows on the quiver, the quiver must be selected, and 
genesis must be zeroed/have no morphs (otherwise, they may load to the wrong 
placement) also, when using certain morphs/adjustment morphs that move the quiver, you 
may need to move the quiver arrows (parented prop) to fit inside the quiver. See the props 
section for full details.

see the sections covered in the tutorial for more information on the contents of the set. each 
section covers using the set in full instruction, as well as troubleshooting known issues.

if you find you ever have a question or need further technical support, feel free to contact me. i am 
usually always around (but just in case, allow 24-48 hours for a reply) 

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net
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